Library Subscription Services (Online Databases)

Elements (with examples):

1. Author's name (last name, first name)  
   Ford, Tanisha C.
2. Title of article (in quotation marks)  
   "Finding Olive Morris in the Archive."
3. Name of periodical *(italicized)*  
   Black Scholar,
4. Volume. Issue  
   vol. 46, no. 2,

*Note: Journal citations include the volume and issue number while magazine/newspaper citations do not.*
5. Date published  
   Summer 2016,
6. Page number(s)  
   pp. 5-18.
7. Database title *(italicized)*  
   Academic Search Complete,
8. DOI  

**Formula:**

Author(s). “Title of Article.” *Name of Periodical*, vol. ##, no. ##, date published, pp. ##-##. *Database Name*, DOI (or permalink if DOI not provided).

**Examples for a Works Cited List**


Online Books
If citing an online book that also appeared in print, begin the citation with the relevant facts about print publication (author, title, publisher, year published etc.), followed by the Name of the Database (italicized) and permalink or URL (omit http:// or https://).


Web Pages
A Web page is a single document on the Internet, a part of a Web site. It can be compared to an online version of an article or a section of a book.

Elements:
1. Name of author
2. Title of Web page or article (in quotation marks)
3. Title of Web site or online periodical (italicized)
4. Name of publisher or sponsoring institution

*Note: The name of the publisher can be omitted if it is essentially the same as the title of Web site*
5. Date of publication or latest update
6. URL (omit http:// or https://)
7. Date of access (day month year)

Formula:
Author(s). “Title of the Page.” Title of the Web Site, Name of Sponsoring Institution, date of publication/last update, URL. Accessed day month year.

Examples for a Works Cited List

